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11-POINT CHECKLIST FOR CAREER 

CHANGERS IN 2016 

What you’re going to get from reading this checklist:


1. Identify where your opportunities are for career growth. 

2. Understand your own psychology as you are moving through 
change. Awareness creates action. 

3.  11 ideas to get moving. Find yourself building an amazing career 
rather than just thinking about it. 

Let’s be honest. It’s been a while since anyone has seen your 
vibrant, energetic self and you often catch yourself, eyes glazing 
over in meetings and in front of the computer screen. You put on 
a good game face, but inside you’re bored and itching for a new 
challenge. 
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You’ve outgrown 
your job. It’s just 
not right for you 
anymore. It’s time 
to find a job you 
care about. “Future 
you” will high five 
you for it.
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If you feel rumblings of nervousness right now, relax, that’s 
normal. It’s not a sign that you should abort this mission. 
Fact - we are biologically hardwired to be threatened by 
change. From an evolutionary perspective, change is seen 
as risky or dangerous. That’s part of the reason why so 
many people stay in jobs they hate. Or find it hard to start a 
new gym habit. Our brains resist change.


If you’ve been umming and ahhing and putting off walking 
down this path know that:


This exploration IS worth it. The average person will spend 
80-90,000 hours at work over the course of their life time. 
And that doesn’t even include your commute to work, which 
takes most people up to an hour, back and forth, each day. 
Staying in a job that is wrong for you is like a self enforced 

prison sentence. How’s that cell 
looking? 

There’s no growth without 
change. Change is the best classroom ever. You will learn so much by 
taking action, and creating change. Only catch is, you have to grab it 
with both hands. Opportunities may strike, but 
no one is going to hand you your dreams.


You deserve to be happy at work. Many 
people are. How many years have you been 
alive? Think about all your gifts, and all the 

resources that have gone into making you uniquely you. You haven’t come 
this far to stare at a wall counting down to long weekends and holidays. 
You deserve to make the most of each day and enjoy the ride.


Here are 11 things to check out as you prepare 
for your next career adventure. 

1. Your buttons 
Before you jump ship out of your current role, make sure you are in 
perspective about why you want a change. What are your reasons? Is it 
your “Inspiration” or “I’m bored” button? Your “Opportunity” or “Burn out” 
button? If the only thing on your mind is getting away from your annoying 
boss or ending boredom, that is unlikely to be enough clarity to ensure the 
next workplace will suit your ongoing needs. 


Focusing on what you don’t want is a second rate way of getting what 
you truly actually want. It’s a deceptively simple question, but have you 
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Map out a 
career that 
makes 
being happy 
that much 
easier. 

What would 
that look 
like? 

“It is not the 
strongest of the 
species that 
survives, nor the 
most intelligent. 
It is the one that 
is most adaptable 
to change.” 

-CHARLES DARWIN
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asked yourself “What’s truly important to me about this career move?” 


List down and understand your motivations inside and out. 


2. Problems you care about 
Many people spend time on projects they don’t particularly care about and deal with problems 
they aren’t that motivated to solve. This might be the reason you want to ditch or reinvent your 
job. Know that there are plenty of people out there doing the opposite. I know growing up it was 
all about whether we wanted to be a fireman, a teacher or doctor, but it’s important to go 
beyond past job titles. Let’s scrap them for now.


My favourite part when working with coaching clients is helping them get clear on exactly what 
problems they find meaningful to solve. And they are THAT much happier for it. What parts of 
your job are you best at? What makes you feel good? Where can you add value to others? 
Research shows that finding a job you’re good at that helps others means you’re more likely to 
have a fulfilling life.


3. Your needs, preferences and boundaries 
I once worked for a charitable organisation that that does incredible things. Like providing clean 
water to poor countries and saving lives. Killer outcomes. Landing this job was a dream come 
true. That’s why for some time I couldn’t work out why I wasn’t happy at work. The key question 
to ask here is, beyond the organisation’s purpose and mission, what kind of role and work 

environment would you really like working in? What 
is your preferred working style? Fast moving and 
dynamic or slow moving and process driven. 
Indoors, outdoors? Fixed or flexible schedule. Big or 
small organisation. Are you motivated by KPIs and 
tasks or people based interactions? What kind of 
manager do you thrive under?


Naturally, the more you honour your preferences, the 
more you’ll love your job. Before you think this 
sounds picky, just say to yourself “I’m allowed”. If 
you don’t know what you’re looking for you’ll never 
find it. What are your needs, preferences and 
boundaries?


4. Your unique strengths 
What are your super powers? As an employer, it 
makes sense for people to hire people for roles that 
match their greatest strengths. The good ones do. 
It’s called strength-based recruitment or AKA hiring 
you for what you’re good at and what you love to do. 
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People who feel “meh” about their jobs are often square pegs in round holes and not playing to 
their strengths. A recent Gallup survey on Australian businesses reports that only 18% of 
Australians are engaged at work. 66% are not engaged and 16% actively disengaged. How’s 
that for wasted potential?


Warren Buffett hires predominantly on the qualities of character strengths such as intelligence, 
integrity and energy. Each organisation, if their tuned in, will be looking for different strengths. 


A fair bit of my coaching programs are spent helping my clients uncover their strengths. It’s 
game changing information! If you don’t know your strengths yet, that’s ok, it only takes a little 
bit of time to figure this out. Start to become a self expert about the special role you play at 
work.


5. Your ideal workplace 
Knowledge is power. Before you apply for shiny new jobs, know what you’re signing up for. You 
should be interviewing the organisation as much as they are interviewing you. When you get the 
chance to, do your homework and ask really great questions. 


Understand what strengths and qualifications would be attractive to who. If you’re going into a 
completely new industry, or completely new role description, a SWOT analysis might be just the 
thing to do a sense check of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats relating to the 
choices you’re considering.


6. Industry mentors or coaches 
8 out of 10 people don’t like their jobs, but yet they stay. That’s because changing careers can 
be overwhelming and as I mentioned earlier, most people are resistant to change. A mentor or 
coach is someone who can help you through the tough times or when you hit a wall. They’re 
experts on the thing you’re wanting to know. 


If someone is giving you their energy, be mindful of always giving back. Buy them a coffee, be 
respectful of their time, ask good questions (that Google can’t answer) and take good notes. If 
you don’t have mentor relationships, find a good coach who can help you hone in on your key 
challenge areas, clean up your thinking and fast track your progress. That’s what they do for a 
living.


7. Line of vision 
What do you want your future to look like in 8 years? What is the impact you’d like to see 
yourself achieving? Why is that important to you? Who and what do you need to get there. By 
visualising the type of team, organisation and resources you’ll need to get there you’ll start to 
see opportunities in your reach right now more clearly. 


8. Action taking 
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Procrastination and life chaos might see you still in the same job by next Christmas. It’s certainly 
happened before. If you’re normally disorganised, skill up on how to organise your schedule so 
that everything gets done to deadline. Drumming up your research, your resume, Linkedin, your 
networking requests, follow ups and interview appointments all require you being present, 
organised, accountable and clear around your career change plan. Be cool. Life rewards action.


9. Dollar dollar bills. 
Resist temptation to tell your boss to shove it straight away. You might find a job next week, but 
it’s possible the right fit job might take several months or more to work out. A client came to me 
after 9 months of turning up doughnuts. How much coin you’ve got saved, your bills and lifestyle 
needs, your support network and appetite for risk, are all considerations if you’re wanting to quit 
your job cold turkey. Going into debt invites chaos into your nervous system you just don’t need. 
While there are definite workarounds if you’ve already quit your job, know that recruiters and 
employers generally have a bias for employed job seekers. So talk to your money people. Do a 
budget. And know that a lot of progress can be made while you’re still in your current job.


10. Your network 
Have you heard the saying your network is your net worth? I live by this. Spend time meeting the 
people in the industries you want to be in, and give them some love. They will eventually love 
you back. Being late or not responding back to a phone call are big red marks. Be awesome. 
Ask great questions, have engaging conversations and gain great insights into trends or 
resources. Prioritise adding value to their lives. Most connections won’t have an opportunity for 
you straight away, some never will. Having more positive connections however will guarantee 
that your chance are increased. And if a hiring manager is told “you’ve gotta meet Jack, he’d be 
an incredible asset to your team” by someone that they know, your stakes go up, big time. 


11. How you talk to yourself and your intention 
It’s easy to be a bitch/bastard to yourself when going through career change. Remember to be 
kind to yourself. Listen to how you’re talking to yourself. Would you say that to your bestie? Be 
clear on how you want to feel during this career change process. Your mindset could make this 
journey enjoyable or soul destroying. To channel your energy, choose a word could be the theme 
of your career journey this year? How about Daring - Curious - Trust - Committed - Action - 
Creative - Authentic - Purposeful or Confident? Set your intention from the start and you will 
bring the right vibes in for you. Choose a word and write it up somewhere you can see it.


Photo: Moving forwards when you’ve got a clear steer is so much easier. This photo is from my trip in 
Bolivia last year.  
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Before you go…. it’s possible we haven’t (officially) met 
yet. 
I’m Alice, AKA Career Do Over Ninja and creator of Purpose Driven Careers™ - a program that 
helps people go from career hell to looking forward to Mondays again.


Over the years I’ve seen my fair share of jobs and experienced 2 major career U-turns and 
worked in over more than 6 different roles over the years.


At a career low point my body started really talking to me. My neck and back ached. My heart 
was beating out of my chest and felt claustrophobic sitting at my computer desk. Now I know 
my adrenal cortex was yelling out by releasing stress hormones in my body. It didn’t feel good 
AT ALL.


At that point, I turned to the experts. I saw physios, Chinese doctors, my GP, kinesiologists and 
other healing practitioners. The biggest change came when I started to look at my mindset. I 
started to understand the role of meaning and purpose. A coach encouraged me to find out my 
drivers and what I really wanted from life. That opened up a world of new choices. I continued 
investing in my growth, surrounded myself with people that believed in me, and took consistent 
action. 


Fast forward to some years later, I discovered a fierce passion for helping people find and do 
work they believe in. Moving people from feeling numb and stressed in their jobs, to feeling 
productive and fulfilled. I really love teaming up with people to solve this problem. 


So hang about. I’m glad you found me. I’m committed to doing all I can to see you in a career 
you feel great about. 
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The next step 
I want to know. Which of these points stick out for you? Which one would make a difference to 
your hunt for fulfilling work? To honour your instinct and taking action to download this resource, 
I’d love to offer you career strategy session worth over $150 where we can get clear about what 
your challenges ahead and what the next meaningful step is for you.


Drop me a line here or at alice@intentmind.com.au to take me up on in this opportunity.


Speak soon,
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